Vertafore launches corporate HQ and Center of Excellence in Denver

Vertafore, a leader in modern insurance technology, today announced Denver will be the new location of the Vertafore headquarters as well as a Center of Excellence focused on agency management and insurance knowledge base solutions.

The company anticipates adding between 500 and 900 new jobs in Denver, with an average salary of $68,000.

“We are launching our Centers of Excellence strategy because we want our primary focus to be driving customer success and producing increasingly positive customer outcomes,” said Amy Zupon, Vertafore Chief Executive Officer. “To achieve this goal, we felt that we needed to fully commit to aligning our business to be entirely customer-centric. We are confident that this strategic investment to unite our specialized teams in combined business units will offer significant benefits to our customers through speed of development, scale, and sharing of best practices.”

Each Vertafore Center of Excellence will bring together agile teams to increase the speed of innovation. In addition to Denver, other Centers of Excellence are located in: Atlanta, Georgia; Bothell, Washington; East Lansing, Michigan; Greenwich, Connecticut; Pulaski, Tennessee; Windsor, Connecticut; and three Vertafore locations in Canada.

The Denver Office of Economic Development team provided business incentives and local business personal property tax credits to support the expansion.

About Vertafore
Vertafore’s comprehensive insurance management software solutions allow brokers and carriers to adapt to the evolving insurance industry by efficiently scaling their businesses through deeper access to information and insights. The Vertafore platform features fast innovation, partnerships with the best technology companies, and customizable solutions to help companies remain independent during a time of industry disruption. As the leader in modern insurance technology with the largest customer base in the industry, Vertafore connects every point of the distribution channel, from agencies and carriers to MGAs, MGUs, and state governments. For more information, visit www.vertafore.com.

About OED
The Office of Economic Development (OED) is dedicated to advancing economic prosperity for the city of Denver, its businesses, neighborhoods, and residents. Working with a wide array of community partners, OED operates to create a local environment that stimulates balanced growth through job creation, business assistance, housing options, neighborhood redevelopment and the development of a skilled workforce. Learn more at www.denvergov.org/oed.
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